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“If in doubt get it checked”
New Ash Green Dental Centre would like to take this opportunity to make all
parents/ careers aware of the importance that children under the age of 1 years
old should be registered with an NHS dentist and be recalled every 6 months.
This is to prevent future intervention of fillings, extractions and any other
treatment that a child who is not always compliant may need to endure that
could cause vast distress to all of those involved.
To book an NHS appointment for your child please ask the receptionist to
register your details. We also have availability for adults receiving NHS
exemptions entitling them to NHS treatment.

Staff news
Sally, Paul Maddison Robert’s nurse completed her toughest marathon yet at beachy
head raising money for cystic fibrosis, amount to be confirmed, but thank you to those
patients that contributed.
We will be saying goodbye to Nicole who join us only recently to cover maternity leave
as she starts her own maternity leave in January!
We say a huge welcome back to Maddy who returns to the surgery in January after some
time off with her newest addition Lucas!

